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Resumo

Um no show ocorre quando um cliente tem um compromisso com outra entidade e, voluntariamente

ou involuntariamente, não comparece a esse compromisso. O termo foi originalmente usado por com-

panhias aéreas, mas desde então é usado também no ramo da hotelaria e, mais importante, no ramo

da saúde, onde estas ocorrências são bastante prejudiciais. A não comparência de um paciente a

uma consulta vai significar um slot de tempo da clinica e do profissional de saúde que não está a

ser devidamente utilizado. O objetivo desta tese é encontrar uma solução que minimize os no-shows,

detectando quando os pacientes não virão ás consultas e encontrando um substituto adequado, com

base em vários fatores. Já existem algumas soluções implementadas para ajudar com o problema dos

no-shows, normalmente baseadas em técnicas de inteligência artificial. No entanto, o objetivo destas

implementações são apenas detectar alturas temporais de risco de no-show, em que a sua solução

será o overbooking. O objetivo desta tese será um algoritmo que consegue encontrar um paciente

substituto para essa consulta. Esta tese está inserida no contexto da plataforma web MedClick e da

empresa com o mesmo nome, no qual este algoritmo irá eventualmente ser implementado.

A solução desenvolvida durante a execução desta tese é uma solução hı́brida, que combina duas

técnicas diferentes de previsão de comportamento: comportamento da população e comportamento

individual. O algoritmo começa por calcular a probabilidade de no-show com base no comportamento

da população usando um modelo de regressão logistica. Depois disso, usando inferência bayesiana,

essa probabilidade é adaptada para o paciente em questão.

Os resultados deste algoritmo foram satisfatórios, mostrando um comportamento esperado depen-

dendo da base de dados em que estivesse a operar.

Palavras-chave: no-show, Consultas, Inferência Bayesiana, Regressão Logistica, Abor-

dagem Hı́brida
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Abstract

A no-show occurs when a client has an appointment of some sorts with another entity and, voluntarily

or not, the client does not show up to that appointment. The term was originally popularized by airline

companies, but since then it has also been used by hotel companies and the health care sector, where

these occurrences are extremely harmful. The goal of this thesis is to find a solution that minimizes

no-shows, detecting when a patient is not going to come to the appointment, finding an appropriate

replacement, based on various parameters. There are already some implemented solutions to help with

the no-show problem, mainly focused on machine learning techniques, which aim to find a time slot

where there is a risk of occurring a no-show so that the clinic can overbook accordingly. The objective of

this thesis will be to develop an algorithm that, instead, can detect an appropriate replacement for that

appointment. This thesis is made in the context of the MedClick web application and of the company

with the same name, on which the algorithm will eventually be implemented.

The solution that was developed during the execution of this thesis is a hybrid solution which com-

bines two different behavior prediction techniques: population based behavior and individual based

behavior. The algorithm starts by computing a no-show probability based on the population’s behavior

using a logistic regression model. After that, using Bayesian Inference, that probability is personalized

to each patient.

The algorithm’s results were fairly positive, showing a generally expected behavior for all the datasets

that were provided to it.

Keywords: No-Show, Appointment, Bayesian Inference, Logistic Regression, Hybrid Approach
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A no-show is a term widely used to describe a client who has an appointment of some sorts with another

entity and, voluntarily or not, the client does not show up to that appointment. This term was originally

used by airline companies, when they started to notice that this behavior was more common than they

originally thought, thereby creating a specific name for the phenomenon. Since then, the term has been

used by other businesses, such as hotel companies and, most importantly and most relevant to this

thesis, the health care sector.

Normally a no-show is divided in two categories:

• A voluntary no-show, where the client purposely and without canceling his appointment doesn’t

show up to his appointment.

• An involuntary no-show, where, by circumstances outside the client’s control, the client cannot

show up to the appointment. In some cases, the client can apply for a compensation.

Although a no-show is always a negative influence on its respective business, the health care sector

is where it is the most harmful, either voluntary on involuntary, for various reasons. A patient that misses

an appointment, or just doesn’t arrive on time, will mean that that clinic’s and health professional’s time

slot will be wasted, which could otherwise be used on another patient. This is an increasing problem

if we take into consideration that the majority of health care centers in Portugal can be understaffed,

meaning that a usually large waiting list will be even greater in these health care centers.

Health care centers try to solve this by overbooking, on which they make more appointments than

their available time slots. Although this reduces the chance of having free time slots because of a no-

show, just overbooking appointments without a careful study doesn’t solve the problem of a long waiting

list. As such, there are various methods that are used to try to predict which patients are most likely to

cancel or not show up to an appointment and, consequently, to which time slot the health care centers

can overbook. These methods can range from statistical models to machine learning algorithms. With

these methods, there is a lower chance of having a vacant time slot and the impact on the waiting list is

not as high.
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1.1 Motivation

This thesis is being developed in the context of the MedClick web platform. This platform will be a one

stop website where patients can browse through various health care centers and book an appointment

from the platform. Consequently, since the platform will already contain lots of information about the

health care centers, about the patients and about their respective appointments, this would be a perfect

environment to implement the no-show algorithm.

As a result, this would benefit the platform, the patients that would eventually use it and also the

health care centers, as the patients would be able to easily choose and book an appointment, while

health care centers would be less likely to deal with large waiting lists and unused appointments time

slots.

Also, while many health care centers already use some techniques to try and predict no-shows, so

that they can overbook at the appropriate time, there are not many systems that use that information to

replace a patient to a specific appointment. With the implementation of the no-show algorithm, it would

show whether or not this is a viable solution to follow.

1.2 Objectives

This thesis will be focused on developing a no-show algorithm. The objective of this algorithm is, based

on the history of appointments of several health care centers and using several parameters from patients’

data, to build a model that is able to make reliable predictions of a patient’s future behavior. This should

take into account the behavior of the whole population on the platform, but also take into account the

specific behavior of the patient in question, as this last behavior can change drastically the probability of

no-show.

For example, if the general behavior of the population is for people above 40 years old to be more

likely to miss an appointment, then, without considering other factors, patients above 40 years old would

be less likely to be chosen by the algorithm. However, if a certain patient above that age has an history

of coming regularly to appointments, then that patient would be more likely to be chosen. The no-show

algorithm will have to account for situations like these.

The algorithm should also give priority to patients on the waiting list, which are patients who already

have an appointment booked on that health care center to the same health professional, as these pa-

tients will most likely accept the replacement, and as such these patients would be considered before

patients that are not on the waiting list, even if their no-show probability is higher.

After this model is built, the algorithm and the platform should be responsible for contacting and

notifying patients, as to know whether or not they are coming to the appointment. If the system detects

that they aren’t coming (patient does not respond to notification, for example), the algorithm should find

a replacement, using the model described above.

When the algorithm ends, whether it found a replacement or not, the appointment information should

be updated accordingly, and the health care provider should be notified of the change.
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1.3 Thesis Outline

The rest of this document is organized as follows:

Chapter ?? will describe various population based methods. These methods are used to extract in-

formation from a population (which in this case is our dataset), in the form of a set of formatted factors, or

parameters, to try and predict future behavior. These methods are usually based on statistical methods

or machine learning algorithms.

Chapter ?? will describe individual based methods, which contrary to population based approaches,

are more focused on the behavior of a single individual, instead of the whole population. Also, these

methods are based on statistical models or machine learning algorithms.

Chapter ?? will cover location services. This will be an important topic for the algorithm as the

distance of a patient to the clinic can be a useful parameter for the algorithm, and a reliable and precise

location service is extremely important.

Chapter ?? will present our solution to the no-show algorithm, explaining the theory behind the model

building and the algorithm execution. It will also explain the data formatting from the database to the

algorithm.

Chapter ?? will describe the testing and evaluation done to the algorithm. The algorithm was tested

on its model building time, which is a factor to consider as it will be dealing with a considerable volume

of data. It was also tested on various scenarios with different datasets, each with defined characteristics

and tendencies. It was finally tested on real world data, which was provided by ”MD Clı́nica”.

Finally, chapter ?? will summarize the work done, draw some conclusions on the results and describe

the future work, and how the algorithm and the system in general can be improved.
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Chapter 2

Population Based Approaches

This chapter will cover some population based approaches to the no-show problem. A population based

method is a method that considers the entire behavior of the population and uses that data to make its

predictions. Normally these methods are based on statistical models and machine learning algorithms.

As such, this chapter will cover machine learning algorithms such as decision trees and k-Nearest

Neighbors, and also cover a statistical model that is also widely used to solve the no-show problem

called Logistic Regression. Finally, a hybrid model based on tree structures and rule-based models by

[? ] will also be covered.

2.1 Decision Trees

A decision tree is a structure used in many machine learning algorithms, where it represents the outcome

of all decisions (which are called objects) of a certain problem. Every object belongs to a certain class,

which represents the decision that we want to determine. Each object has a set of attributes, whose

value will determine to which class it belongs. These attributes may have discrete values (red, blue,

green, ...) or continuous values, like real numbers (age, distance, ...). Therefore, giving these parameters

to the tree will output the correct class that this object belongs to.

The tree is built on what is called a training set. This is a set of predetermined objects that show

what outcome comes from a set of attributes, or features, as represented in Figure ??. Consequently,

the larger the training set, the more accurate the tree will be, as it will have more examples to work with.

For example, let’s consider a simple and classic problem, where we want to decide whether we will

play tennis or not based on the weather conditions. The attributes that will be used are the outlook,

humidity and wind conditions (Figure ??). The resultant tree is shown in Figure ??. This represents

the set of all possibilities, and the respective outcome in a way that, after it has been constructed, is

extremely simple to find.

One thing to note about decision trees is that the order of the attributes chosen is extremely important.

The same attributes may generate an extremely simple tree or a big, complex tree that would be very

inefficient to look through multiple times [? ]. As such, extra computation must be performed to sort
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Figure 2.1: Dataset for tennis problem [? ].

Figure 2.2: Decision tree example [? ].

the attributes beforehand as best as possible. However, this is not a simple problem, and it can lead

to having a heavy computation even before the actual tree can start to be analyzed. As such, the

complexity of this algorithm is heavily dependent on the tree itself.

Although a structure of this type could fit the no-show algorithm, there are some problems that arise

which need to be discussed. First of all, as previously stated, there would need to be an extra computa-

tion before building and using the tree, which would be to find the best tree, which would represent the

problem correctly with the lowest possible complexity. This extra computation could be extremely fast or

very slow, depending on the complexity of the problem (number of features).

Secondly, it is very difficult to predict human behavior, as it is influenced by many factors. The more

attributes a tree has, the more complex it becomes, and consequentially, the longer it takes to generate

and analyze one. Therefore, if we determine that to predict accurately a patient’s decision we need many

features, the size and complexity of the tree would grow exponentially, taking longer not only to build,

but also to find the best tree structure to use [? ? ].

Finally, as this algorithm will be executed in scenarios where it needs to come up with a solution

in a matter of hours, or even minutes, and needs to wait for user response when it sends a no-show

notification, this would mean that there would be either a trade-off between accuracy and speed or vice-

versa. Therefore, this approach would be better suited in a case where the algorithm had more time to

process all the user set.
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2.2 Logistic Regression

The logistic regression model is a regression model that is mainly used, based on a set of pre-determined

features, to predict problems where the outcome is not continuous, but discrete [? ], normally binary.

An example application of this model would be a problem where we want to determine if a tumor is

malignant based on its size. The result in this case would only be Yes or No. The features received by

the algorithm can be continuous or discrete, but are always represented numerically (for example, for

the no-show algorithm, one of the features could be the patient’s sex, where a male patient would be

represented by 0 and a female patient represented by 1).

This statistical model is very similar to a Linear Regression model, where the outcome is a continuous

variable [? ]. Contrary to a Linear Regression model, which uses the linear equation to make its

estimations (y = mx+ b), a Logistic Regression model uses the Logit function:

F (x1, x2, ..., xk) =
1

1 + e−(β0+β1x1+...+βkxk)
(2.1)

where:

• k corresponds to the number of features used in the model

• x1 to xk correspond to the features

• β0 to βk are the coefficients, each corresponding to a feature except β0, which is the independent

coefficient. These coefficients are what shape the logit function to fit the problem.

This function has the special characteristic of being upper-bound by 1 and lower-bound by 0 on

the y axis. As these are normally problems with binary results, this is very advantageous, as we can

consider the y axis as a probability of the problem happening, as seen on Figure ??. The example

represented has only one feature (the X axis) but the same method can be applied to multiple features,

on a k-dimensional plot.

Figure 2.3: Example of Logit function.

This algorithm has two main phases: model building and prediction. The model building phase
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estimates the best coefficients that would fit the given problem, while the prediction phase uses those

coefficients on the logit function to make the needed predictions.

The model building phase is where the algorithm will estimate the coefficients, to try to give the most

accurate model possible for the prediction. For that, a cost function needs to be built. To do that, we need

to make several estimations of the coefficients. Then, using the residual sum of squares, represented

in equation ??, we can build the cost function where, the bigger the error is, the worse the estimate is.

The equation is represented below:

J(β0, β1, ..., βk) =

m∑
i=1

(E(Xi)− yi)2 (2.2)

where:

• m is the number of test cases (which corresponds to the size of our dataset)

• E(Xi) corresponds to the estimation (solving the equation ??)

• yi corresponds to the real value

After that, we use the gradient descent algorithm which can be used to find the global minimum of

that function, giving us the estimated best coefficients for that problem. The gradient descent algorithm

will rarely find the perfect coefficients, as there are problems that don’t have a function that can perfectly

describe it (because data in real life does not always have a clear pattern and there are always outliers

present in the data), but the coefficients are accurate enough for an estimate.

The prediction phase occurs after the model is built, and it uses the estimated coefficients and the

logit function to make a prediction, based on a set of provided features. This is simply done by replacing

the appropriate values on the logit function and computing the probability.

Logistic regression is widely used to solve no-show problems because it simply requires a set of

features from the patients and it can reliably predict their future behavior [? ? ? ]. The main advantage of

this algorithm is its speed as, despite the model building being computationally costly (lots of estimations

needed to have an accurate model), after being built calculating the probability of a patient missing his

appointment is extremely fast, as it is only needed to make a simple computation. Also, in case it is

needed to add or remove new features to the model, it is very simple to do so, as we only need to rebuild

the model with the updated set of features and it will be ready to use.

The main disadvantage of this, and mainly all other machine learning and statistical algorithms, is

that it needs a large dataset to be precise and the features that are used for the algorithm need to be

previously studied, as features that do not affect the result can greatly affect the precision of the logistic

regression model.

2.3 k-Nearest Neighbors

The k-Nearest Neighbors is a famous and simple algorithm that can be used both for regression and

classification, but is more widely used for classification. The idea of the algorithm is to represent the
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data as vectors, where the entries correspond to features. Each vector will have a label associated with

it, which represents which ”class” it belongs to.

The algorithm starts by representing these vectors in a multidimensional plane, and having each

vector assigned a class. Then, when we need to predict a class for a new vector, or set of features, we

insert the vector in the dataset. This new vector will be classified based on a distance metric, which will

calculate the distance from that vector to every other vector in the dataset. A commonly used metric for

continuous features, such as in this case, is the Euclidean Distance, where the distance between two

vectors #»p and #»q is computed like this:

d( #»p , #»q ) =
√
(q1 − p1)2 + (q2 − p2)2 + ...+ (qn − pn)2 (2.3)

where:

• q1 to qn are all attributes of q

• p1 to pn are all attributes of p

For discrete values, however, the Hamming Distance[? ] is used.

After computing every distance to every other vector, the vectors are sorted by distance, lower to

higher, and we only consider the nearest k items. Finally, a majority vote decides which class the new

vector belongs to by looking at the classes of the k points that were extracted by the algorithm. The

class with the most vectors on those considered k is decided as the class of the new vector.

There is a problem that arises with the use of this algorithm, which is the choice of the k variable.

Choosing a small k can make the algorithm not consider enough information to make an accurate deci-

sion, and choosing a big k can make the system make unnecessary computation, making the algorithm

slower than necessary. It could also cause problems if there is a class much more frequent than other,

which could tend the result to its’ class due to its’ sheer size.

Figure 2.4: Nearest Neighbor plot example.

For example, in Figure ??, we have a simple two-dimensional plot, with two types of elements, blue

9



Table 2.1: A binary representation of market transaction data [? ]
TID Bread Milk Diapers Beer Eggs Soda
1 1 1 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 1 1 1 0
3 0 1 1 1 0 0
4 1 1 1 1 0 0
5 1 1 1 0 0 1

cross and red circle. If we consider k = 1, then the nearest neighbor would be the blue cross, and the

new object would be classified as a blue cross. However, if k = 5, it would be classified as a red circle.

This shows the importance of defining a good k as it will greatly influence the classifier’s result. There

are various methods to do this that give a very good approximation, such as using Poisson or Binomial

distributions, which are further discussed in [? ]. With a simple approach, this algorithm’s run time can

be O(ndk) where n is the number of elements in the dataset and d being the number of features.

Although this algorithm is useful for prediction when a new vector is inserted in the system, it can

still be applied to the no-show algorithm, as the newly inserted vector, which would represent a future

consultation, would not be inserted on the dataset at that moment. The features of the vector would

be the patient’s features and the label would be if the patient attended or not the appointment. Com-

putationally, this algorithm would not be very heavy as the state of the plane could be saved, and the

distance computations could optimized by using multithreading.

2.4 Association Rule Learning

Association Rule Learning is a rule-based machine learning algorithm with the aim of discovering hid-

den relations between variables in large databases and other information repositories. The base idea

of the algorithm is to find hidden relations between the various variables in a database by building rules

between the variables. Each rule has a left side itemset, which represent a combination of items, and

a right side itemset, and the rule implies that the existence of the left side influences the right side.

For example, the rule (diapers) =⇒ (beer) taken from the data of a supermarket would mean that the

customer who bought diapers would also be likely to buy a beer. When this rule based association was

originally introduced in 1998 in [? ], its’ main objective was to study customers’ purchases in supermar-

kets in order to develop marketing strategies to increase sales. However, since then, association rules

have been used in numerous problems, such as in web usage mining (behavior of users navigating the

web) [? ], intrusion detection, to help detect intrusions on network-based computer systems [? ] and

bioinformatics, for data mining in genome study [? ].

To use this algorithm, we need formatted data. Usually it is represented in a binary table, repre-

senting, for example, the different purchases, or transactions, from a customer and which items were

bought in the respective transaction. The items with a 1 were items that were bought in the respective

transaction and items with a 0 were not bought. This example is represented in Table ??.

In the data, one can verify the previously described example, as most transactions where customers
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bought diapers, also bought beer. This is a simplistic view of the data, as it can also be considered the

quantity of items bought or their price. Also, normally the patterns are not as clear, as the data consists

of millions of transactions.

After getting the formatted data and all possible rule combinations, they need to be filtered to only

keep the most relevant ones. To do that, there are some constraints that are used. The most common

ones are minimum thresholds of support (equation ??) and confidence (equation ??), where X repre-

sents an the left side of the rule, Y represents the right side of the rule and T represents the set of all

transactions in the dataset.

supp(X) =
|{t ∈ T ;X ⊆ t}|

|T |
(2.4)

conf(X ⇒ Y ) =
supp(X ∪ Y )

supp(X)
(2.5)

The support measure represents how often the itemset appears on the dataset. For example, on

table ??, the itemset {beer,diapers} has a support of 3
5 , as it appears in 3 out of 5 transactions. This

measure is used as an initial filter, as it is useful to detect and eliminate rules with low support, as

they most probably happen by chance or not very often. As such, support is often used to eliminate

uninteresting rules.

The confidence measure, on the other hand, measures the reliability of an inference made by a rule,

which means how often the rule verifies whenever the left side itemset of the rule is present on the

transaction. For example, for the rule {beer,diapers} ⇒ {milk} the confidence is 2
3 , as the rule verifies

in 2 out of 3 times the left side itemset is present. As such, the higher the confidence, the more likely to

be a relation between the two itemsets.

There has been some work done to apply algorithms of this kind to the no-show problem, most

notably in [? ]. In this article, several data was collected about appointment information in a small health

care provider. Then, after selecting a few parameters to study, like the patient’s age and the day of

the week, that data was studied and several rules were built, as to explain the relation between those

parameters (Figure ??).

Figure 2.5: Rule example [? ].

Over 108 rules were built based on this data, and after that the authors tried to prune the size of the

set of rules, as to optimize the execution of the model, but without compromising its effectiveness. This

was accomplished with the use of the constraints described above (support and confidence).

While this is an interesting way of approaching the no-show problem, there is a limitation to this
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solution. This limitation is based on the fact that these rules are made based on previously determined

parameters. As such, if one wants to update the model with different parameters, the rules would

probably be reworked or even remade, as the inclusion of new parameters could weaken or strengthen

currently existing rules. As such, an approach of this kind would require that the initial decision of the

parameters would be final, or that at least they would not be changed for a long time.

2.5 Seatfrog

Until now, the only approaches that were examined were those where the system made the decision on

which user would get the appointment. This approach meant that the system would need to keep track

of user’s locations and user’s past activity, which could not always be available and as such, could result

on inaccurate outputs. As such, it would be good to consider a different approach where the system

would not have to guess and, instead, have the users decide who would get the appointment.

A great example of this type of system is the mobile app, Seatfrog [? ]. This app allows users to get

an instant flight seat upgrade, in an auction style application. Users who are flying in economy class can

use the app to upgrade to a business or first-class seat instantly, if they are the highest bidder. This is

a great solution for both sides. Airline companies can minimize unused seats, giving them revenue, and

passengers can get the normally most expensive seats at a much lower price than normal, as airline

companies can cut the price on the otherwise vacant seats, in order to attract customers.

This is an interesting idea to consider in problems other than the no-show problem in the health care

sector, such as booking flights or gym classes, for example. However, to manage health appointments

an auction system is not the most appropriate, as making the patients compete between them to see

who can pay the most for an appointment is not the most ethic and correct approach to implement a

system of this kind. However, the idea of using appointment slots that don’t have any patient, even

after the execution of the algorithm, to be available to patients with a discount is an interesting idea.

These appointment slots, after being detected a no-show and not being able to find a patient that would

accept the slot could be made available to patients at a discount could motivate patients to take those

consultations. This would also have the advantage of the system not relying on algorithms that required

heavy computations, only relying on the patient’s actions.

However, this kind of approach would bring some limitations. The main disadvantage of this system

is that it would not be possible to use on its own, as it does not solve at all the problem of the no-shows.

However, it could be used with another algorithm as a fail-safe, where the appointment slot could be

booked at a discount if the algorithm could not find an appropriate replacement. This would increase

the probability of the slot being used. This would also mean that the process of choosing a substitute for

the appointment would have less time to be executed, as it would have to allocate time for the slot to be

made available to the patients with a discount.
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2.6 Summary

As analyzed during this chapter, each algorithm has its own advantages and disadvantages. A decision

tree is a convenient way to represent the data in a way that is easily accessed and used. However, due

to the nature of its structure, the more features that are used to construct the model, the more complex

the tree becomes. As such, adding new features to the model with this kind of data structure would not

be viable, as the tree would have to be reconstructed, which can be a long process, depending on the

complexity of the problem.

Logistic regression in general offers a balanced solution to the no-show problem. After having the

data formatted for input to build the model, computing a probability is extremely easy and fast, as it

is only needed to solve a simple equation. Because of this, several no-shows solutions use logistic

regression [? ? ? ], while presenting favorable results. In particular, in [? ], it is used a hybrid model with

logistic regression and Bayesian Inference (which will be covered in section ??), improving greatly the

results. The main disadvantage of this approach is that to update the model (either add large amounts

of data or adding new features), we need to recalculate the coefficients.

The k-Nearest Neighbors offers a simple implementation and a simple data structure and doesn’t

have the same problem as a decision tree, as the algorithm only builds vectors of features of the same

length, and only has to calculate the distance between them.

Association rule learning, despite being extremely efficient after the model being built, has the major

problem of being constrained to the originally studied data and to the originally selected features. As

such, if we need a system where we want to add new features in the future, we would need to remake

the rules, which can be a costly computation and take a long time, as the authors in [? ] made the rules

by hand.

Finally, Seatfrog, as described above, is a system that could be used as a fail-safe, in case the

original algorithm didn’t find any replacement for the appointment slot, and as such should not be used

on its own. This would require having agreements with the health care providers to allow discounts on

the appointments. As such, this would be an interesting component to consider in the future, when the

platform is in its more advanced state and already has contacted the health care providers which, at the

time of writing this dissertation, still hasn’t happened.

All these conclusions are represented in table ??.
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Table 2.2: Population based approaches comparison

Approach Advantages Disadvantages
Decision Tree Intuitive data structure Complexity grows with new features

Easily accessed decisions Need previous work to find the best
tree

Logistic Regres-
sion

Easy to add new features compared to
other approaches

Need to recompute model if needed to
add features or new records

After model being built estimating a
prediction is extremely fast

Need to pre compute relevant features
in order to maximize precision

k-Nearest Neigh-
bor

Simple implementation and data struc-
ture

Solution may be too simplistic and not
represent accurately the problem

Association Rule
Learning

Obtaining a prediction is efficient after
model is built

Constrained to training data and fea-
tures
New features and a big change in the
data would mean recomputing the set
of rules

Seatfrog Good fail-safe solution Not useful on its own
Need knowledge about health care
center’s discount policy
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Chapter 3

Individual Based Approaches

Algorithms based on individual based approaches are algorithms that use past behaviors of an individual

to make an estimation, contrary to using the behavior of the whole population. While these types of

algorithms are a fast and easy way to model the behavioral pattern to each individual and work really

well with a relatively small dataset, as the minor changes are more visible in a small dataset than a large

one, they also have the problem of relying on past individual behavior to work properly. This is because

these types of algorithms use past records to estimate a probability of a future event. However, in an

initial state, where there is little to no data, when these algorithms find themselves with an individual with

no records, they usually resort to making random guesses to make their predictions.

This means that using an individual based algorithm would not be appropriate on its own. However,

these algorithms can be used to complement the initial prediction of a population based algorithm.

Since the two results will be combined, the two methods will complement one another. The second

method will personalize the estimated probability, while still taking into account the general behavior of

the population, which was estimated on the first method. This hybrid approach was used in [? ], where

an initial base estimate was made using Logistic Regression (Section ??) and then personalized using

Bayesian Inference, which will be discussed in Section ??. These hybrid models have also been used

in recommender systems [? ] and universal background models [? ]. As such, these methods are worth

exploring for the no-show problem.

In section ?? a statistical model called Bayesian Inference will be analyzed, which is based on the

Bayes Theorem and in section ?? another statistical model that is widely used in machine learning

algorithms called Hidden Markov Model will be analyzed, which is a model built as a state machine. In

section ?? a smoothing method called moving average will be analyzed. The advantage of smoothing

methods is that they are more efficient to compensate for outliers, or noisy data, and also makes them

worth considering.
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Table 3.1: Attendance record and Bayesian update probabilities [? ]
Appointment No. Appointment date Attendance record no-show Cancellation Show-up

0.14 0.09 0.77
1 10/5/2009 1 0.57 0.05 0.38
2 10/29/2009 1 0.71 0.03 0.26
3 11/5/2009 2 0.53 0.27 0.19
4 12/4/2009 1 0.63 0.22 0.15
5 12/7/2009 1 0.69 0.18 0.13

3.1 Bayesian Inference

Bayesian inference is a method of statistical inference that is used to update a certain probability, using

information that was meanwhile obtained. This type of statistical model is based on the famous Bayes’

theorem (Equation ??), which on itself is used to determine a probability of an event based on prior

knowledge of conditions that might be related to that event:

P (A|B) =
P (B|A)
P (B)

(3.1)

where A and B are events. As such, this method can be used to update a prior probability to a posterior,

based on new information. This method is used in [? ] to update the probabilities obtained previously

with Logistic Regression. The authors were considering three different events (no-show, cancellation

and show-up) and as such, since the data is more complex than a simple set of probabilities, the original

Bayes theorem needs to be adapted to the problem, and in this case, it was used the following equation,

which is an adapted posterior mean:

E(ak|y1, ..., yk) =
yk + ak∑K

k=1 yk +
∑K
k=1 ak

(3.2)

where:

• K corresponds to the number of events (in the article’s case, 3 different events, no-show, show-up

and cancellation)

• ak corresponds to the corresponding probability of the event k

• yk corresponds to the number of occurrences of the event k in the database

This means that to successfully update the no-show probability, all that is required is the count of

each event and the respective previous probability, which means that a simple and fast query would get

the needed information. While this is a simple method to use, it is efficient as the probability updates

accordingly to the situation (Table ??).
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Table 3.2: Sales data for moving average example
Year Sales($M)
2003 4
2004 6
2005 5
2006 8
2007 9
2008 5
2009 4
2010 3
2011 7
2012 8

3.2 Moving Average

Moving average is a widely used smoothing technique that is used to predict the direction of current

trends. The objective of a moving average is to build a model explaining the past trends of a dataset,

while smoothing out the outliers, or data noise, giving a clearer look at the data’s behavior. This method is

frequently used by traders to study patterns in trade and stock data so they are able to make predictions

about stock values.

The idea behind a moving average is very simple. For example, let’s consider we want to observe

the trend of sales for a certain product, and we have a dataset representing the sales for each year,

from 2003 to 2012 (represented in Table ??). Firstly we choose a time period for the moving average,

for example, a five year period. We start by computing a simple average on the first five years (2003

to 2007) and then move to the next subset of five years (2004 to 2008) and so on until the last subset

of five years. When all averages are computed, the results can be plotted and the trends will be much

more visible.

This process can be repeated with any time period. Normally this process is run with various time

periods as small time periods may not smooth the data accordingly, still showing erratic behavior in the

data, while bigger time periods can miss certain behaviors. Figure ?? shows the behavior of the data

when applied a moving average with a three, four and five year time periods. This graph shows that,

in this example, a three year time period accentuates much more the changes in data, and it might

not be appropriate to smooth out the data’s erratic behavior. The five year time period shows a much

more smoothed out pattern, and it shows that the sales are in dropping steadily since 2006. Usually this

method would be applied to daily data and in a larger scale, and as such the time periods would have to

be longer.

While choosing a good value for the time periods, there are other ways of further smoothing the noisy

data. A commonly used way is to use an Exponential Moving Average. This variation on the moving

averages takes into account the most recent data values and gives it more weight. As such, it can

respond quickly to shifts in behavior. This is represented in Equation ?? where:

• P corresponds to the current value

• α is a smoothing factor, where α = 2
1+N
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Figure 3.1: Moving average plot example.

• N corresponds to the number of time periods

• EMAp is the previous value of the EMA. If it is the first iteration, then EMAp is equal to a simple

moving average of the first time values.

EMA =

MovingAverage if t = 1

(P ∗ α) + EMAt ∗ (1− α) otherwise
(3.3)

This method is extremely responsive to shifts in tendencies, and as such could be a good fit for the

no-show problem, as we could take the history of a patient and his consultation attendance to try and

predict his pattern. The exponential moving average would not be able to detect the first time the patient

was going to miss an appointment, but would take that information into account and would consider that

on the patient’s next consultation, raising his probability of no-show more than with the simple moving

average.

While this method has the advantage of quickly reacting to data behavior, it also has some problems.

The first, as mentioned above, is that it is not able to predict the first few occurences of a no-show, as it

only reacts to data and does not predict it. As such, the no-show algorithm, if using this method, would

miss the first few predictions for each patient, as it didn’t have enough data to use. Also, despite the

moving average method being extremely simple to compute, it is much harder to analyze and study its

results and as such, it is normally done by specialists who study the obtained plot graphs (although there
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Table 3.3: Start Probabilities
Sunny Rainy

0.4 0.6

Table 3.4: Transition Probabilities
Sunny Rainy

Sunny 0.6 0.4
Rainy 0.3 0.7

Table 3.5: Emission Probabilities
Rainy Sunny

Walk 0.1 0.6
Shop 0.4 0.3
Stay 0.5 0.1

are ways to do that study in an algorithmic way [? ]). As such, this would be hard to use in real time for

the no-show algorithm.

3.3 Hidden Markov Models

A hidden Markov model is a statistical model on which the system or problem being modeled is assumed

as a Markov process, which is a process on which someone can make a prediction solely based on its

present state, as well as on the past history of the model. These types of models are mainly used in

bioinformatics [? ? ? ] but it can also be used in other areas, such as speech recognition [? ] and

human action recognition [? ].

A hidden Markov model is composed of states. Each state represents a hidden variable of the

problem (in the example below, each state represents a different state of the weather). Also, each state

has a probability distribution over their possible outputs, which are called emmissions, and over their

transitions between states [? ]. For example, considering a model where the outcome of someone’s

decision (go shopping, go for a walk or staying indoors) depends on the weather’s state (rainy or sunny).

If we have a probability distribution as represented in tables ??, ?? and ?? , the corresponding model

would be the one represented in figure ??. There is an initial probability for the starting state, a transition

probability for the other state and to itself, and an emission probability for each of the outcomes in each

state. As such, for example, if the weather is rainy, there is a 0.1 probability that the outcome would

be to go for a walk, while if it is sunny the probability would be 0.6. These values can be obtained by

analyzing training data.

The main objective of this model is to estimate, based on a sequence of emissions of the model, what

is the most probable event to happen next, and from which state. The most commonly used algorithm

to make these calculations is the Viterbi algorithm, which computes the most likely sequence of states

that the model used to output the sequence of emissions [? ]. As such, this can be used to predict the

most likely next step of the algorithm.

This can be used for the no-show algorithm if we represent the different features of the patient as

states, and the emission for each state as a no-show or as a show up. A different model could be built

for each patient. If we know the next state of the patient (distance to the clinic of the appointment, for

example), it could be used to determine the patient’s most probable action. Alternatively, a model could

be built based not only on a particular patient, but on the whole population, making this a model that
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Figure 3.2: Hidden Markov Model example.

could be used both as a population and individual based approach.

Although the concept is simple, the hidden Markov model solution has some problems. A model of

this type is normally expensive, both in terms of computation time and memory. And with the addition of

new states (patient features) to the model, this would become an increasingly more serious problem as

time went on. Also, this model has the same problem as a decision tree, as there are many models that

fit the same problem, but some are much more efficient than others.

3.4 Summary

As analyzed during this chapter, each approach has its strengths and weaknesses. Bayesian inference

is widely used in statistics and is very efficient, as it only needs to solve a simple equation in order to

get its solution. Additionally, using the solution developed in [? ], this method only needs the counts of

the different events (no-show and show up) for each individual in order to make its calculations, and is a

method that reacts fast to changes in behavior.

Moving average is also a simple and efficient method that reacts fast to shifts in behavior of the

individual. However, it can be more computationally expensive, depending of the range of the subset

chosen to compute the average. Another problem that this method can raise is its data analysis, as

the output data that it produces is normally analyzed by specialists, who can manually detect patterns

and shifts in tendencies. While there are algorithms to help with that, an all general algorithm is hard to

develop and it requires extra computation, required to the simple approach of Bayesian Inference.

Finally, a hidden Markov model is a more complex model than the alternatives that can model ex-

tremely well these types of problems. However, as far as computation time and memory, it is the most

expensive of all, and the whole model would need to be rebuilt if there was a need to add new features

(states) to the model.

These conclusions are represented in table ??.
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Table 3.6: Individual based approaches comparison

Approach Advantages Disadvantages
Bayesian Inference Widely used statistical model This particular approach needs a pre-

vious probability distribution
Only needs to solve simple equation

Moving Average Extremely easy and fast to compute Can become expensive depending on
the chosen range of the subset
Hard to analyze data systematically, as
normally data is studied by specialists

Hidden Markov
Models

Complex model that can represent well
these types of problems

Expensive computation and memory
wise
Model would need to be rebuilt if new
features were added
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Chapter 4

Location Services

Having a good and precise location service will be essential for the algorithm, as incorrect and imprecise

data will hinder its execution. One of the deciding factors for the algorithm to estimate whether or not

a patient is coming to the appointment is his distance to the health care center. This is useful not only

to guess the patients behavior based on the distance of his home to the health care center, but also in

a last minute situation, the system can detect if the patient will be on time to the appointment or not.

Although when detecting that situation last minute (15-20 minutes before the appointment, for example)

the system will not be able to find a replacement in that small window of time, this information can be

extremely useful to the health care center. Depending on their booking policy, the center can shuffle

patients times, in case those patients are already available and present in the clinic, minimizing the

wasted appointment time slots. If that is not possible, the health care center will still benefit from the

information as it can call the next patient as soon as he arrives.

As this could be a useful service in the context of the algorithm, several criteria need to be analyzed

when searching for a service to use. Its popularity is a good starting point, but perhaps the least im-

portant. Its functionality, as it should offer a wide range of features, from simple user location to traffic

conditions and estimated time of arrival. Ease of use is also extremely important for the developer, as

a service that is easier to setup and use is more appealing than one that isn’t. This also will improve

development time. Documentation is also extremely important, as an detailed documentation can save

development time. Finally, the cost will be considered and if it is worth it for the funcionalities provided.

Each service will be analyzed in the following sections.

4.1 Google Maps

Google Maps is probably the most popular location service in the market. In terms of functionality, it

offers a lot to the developers that want to use it, offering native separate APIs for Android, iOS and Web

applications. These go from simple uses as pinpointing the users’ location in the map to offering traffic

information, which is valuable information to the algorithm, as this information will be used to estimate

if a user can make it to the consultation in time, and if the other users will be considered to replace
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him. The documentation is also extensive for each of the platforms, with many examples and a strong

community support.

Google services costs might be the most generous on the market, as the service gives the user 2500

free API calls per day for the traffic, location and distance services and 25000 free API calls per day for

the Maps service, only starting to bill the user after that amount. [? ].

4.2 Microsoft Bing Maps

Although not as popular as Google Maps, Microsoft Bing Maps is a very reliable alternative. As far

as features go, Bing Maps has pretty much the same core functionalities (location, traffic conditions,

distance time between point A and B, etc.). Being a Microsoft product, it should be expected that the

support to the Windows Phone platform would be greater than in the other options.

The documentation is also very complete, with many code samples to help a new developer get

started with the APIs. Contrary to Google Maps, Bing Maps does not publicly publish their full pricing,

only giving some information of the free usage limit [? ], and the costs of enterprise subscriptions. As

this is an unknown aspect, it could become costly in the long run.

4.3 Nokia Here

Nokia’s take on the location service business is not as popular as the other alternatives, but it has a

surprisingly vast amount of features to offer, ranging from geocoding, traffic and accidents information

and even public transports information, which makes it a great alternative for the most popular services.

The service provides android and iOS Software Development Kits(SDKs), a JavaScript Application Pro-

gramming Interface(API) and a Representational State Transfer(REST) API for web development, so it

covers every main platform, except for windows phone.

The main difference with this service, compared to the previous ones, is that it adopts a subscription

based billing in addition to a limit on the transactions that the client can do. This means that, in the long

run, the service will be much more expensive than a conventional pay by transaction approach. Also,

Nokia Here offers various pricing plans, only having the traffic features on the most expensive billing

subscriptions, making the client pay for features that they may not want to use, just to get to the features

they want [? ].

4.4 Summary

As seen on table ??, each location service provides all the functionalities that the platform needs (traffic

information and time to destination essential to estimate the times for the algorithm), and as such, the

deciding factor will be the cost. Both Google Maps and Bing Maps operate on a pay per API call method,

while Nokia Here operates on a subscription method. Nokia Here could provide a more stable price, but

some key features are locked behind a different subscription, which would make it more expensive on
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Table 4.1: Location Services Comparison
Google Maps Bing Maps Nokia Here

Cost 25000 free calls per day Not clear From 49eto 299eper year
Traffic Information Yes Yes Yes
Time to destination Yes Yes Only on advanced subscription

Geocoding Yes (2500 free calls per day) Yes Yes (separate pricing plan)

the long run. As such, Google Maps would be the most suitable choice between the other two, as it

provides clear price information, contrary to Bing Maps.
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Chapter 5

Solution

This chapter will focus in the description and implementation of the no show algorithm, using some of

the algorithms and methods described in Sections ??, ?? and ??.

The developed algorithm is a hybrid solution based mainly on the solution developed in [? ], using

both population and individual based approaches, where it starts by building a model which predicts

general behavior and later personalizes the predictions based on the individual’s personal history, if

there is one. As such, the main solution is divided in two different sections, both explaining the chosen

approach and the reason for its choice.

Firstly, in section ?? it is given context of the platform and company where this algorithm was de-

veloped and on which it will be implemented, such as some of the company’s requirements and devel-

opment stack. Section ?? will contain several use cases that will explain the main functionalities and

situations where this algorithm will be called and used.

For the population based approach, logistic regression was used and it is explained in section ??.

For the location service, Google Maps was chosen, which will also be explained in the same section. For

the individual based approach, Bayesian inference was chosen and is further explained in section ??.

After that, in section ?? the whole execution of the algorithm will be explained, now with all the context

of the technologies used for its different stages.

5.1 Environment Context

As said at the start of this thesis, this no show algorithm is being developed in the context of the MedClick

platform. The MedClick platform will be mainly used to book appointments in various health care centers

around the country. Since it will be dealing with all those health care centers, the platform will also

have access to their records data, including patient, health professional information and appointments

information. In context of the no show algorithm, this information is extremely useful, as the platform will

have access to a wide range of information to use and make behavioral predictions of its patients.

The no show algorithm, that was requested by the company, needs to try to predict a no show and,

if the no show is likely to happen, try to find a replacement for that appointment, based on the available
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data. Normally, a no show algorithm is used in a different context, where it is used to detect time slots

that have a high probability of a no show, allowing the health care center to overbook that time slot. This

is made to minimize the wasted time of health professionals and to prevent those vacant slots. However,

for the MedClick platform, the algorithm will need to not only detect a possible no-show, but also find a

replacement. Since detecting a no show has a ”higher consequence” to the patient of that appointment,

it would be more appropriate to use these estimates on the replacements, as we can’t simply remove

a patient from his/her appointment just because the patient has a higher no-show probability, and it is

needed to confirm if he is missing or not the appointment.

Also, since we are dealing with multiple data sources, each with a different data schema, the param-

eters for the algorithm are also limited. The parameters must be easy to obtain based on the basic data

that should be available in every health care center (appointment date, basic patient information like sex

and age for example). New and more complex parameters can be added, as the model allows that very

easily, but it must always be considered if those parameters can be obtained from any data source.

5.2 Use Cases

5.2.1 System detects patient no-show

Figure 5.1: System detects patient no-show.
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Figure 5.2: System detects patient no-show use case flow.

This use case (Figure ?? and ??) describes the scenario where a patient does not respond to

an appointment confirmation notification. The system starts by sending an appointment confirmation

notification to the patient. After a certain amount of time, the patient still hasn’t responded, and as

such the system assumes that the patient is not attending the appointment. After that, a replacement is

found, and the health care center is notified of the change in the appointment. Also, the local database

is updated accordingly.

5.2.2 Handle patient cancelling appointment

Figure 5.3: Handle patient cancelling appointment use case.
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Figure 5.4: Handle patient cancelling appointment use case flow.

This use case (Figure ?? and ??) describes the scenario of the patient cancelling their appointment.

The system starts by receiving a notification from the patient, telling it that he is not intending to come to

the appointment. After that, the system finds an appropriate replacement, and the health care center is

notified of the change in the appointment. Also, the database is accordingly updated.

5.2.3 Try to find replacement

Figure 5.5: Try to find replacement use case.

This use case (Figure ?? and ??) describes the scenario of the system trying to find a replacement.

The system starts by receiving a no-show notification from the patient. At that point, the system tries to
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Figure 5.6: Try to find replacement use case flow.

find an appropriate replacement. If the replacement is found, the appointment’s information is updated

with the new patient and the health care center is notified. If the replacement is not found, then the

appointment slot is freed and the health care center is notified of the cancellation.

5.3 Model Building

For the initial phase of model building and modeling a population based on their behavior for prediction,

logistic regression was chosen. The reason for this choice is due to the various no shows solutions

already implemented using this statistical model, with very good results in general, compared to the

association rule learning approach, which has some disadvantages in its building process and is hard

to maintain in case new features need to be added. Although a system like Seatfrog would be an

interesting idea to be used as a fail safe, in case the algorithm could not find a replacement, and as

a platform for discounted appointments instead of auctions, this will not be implemented in this initial

solution. A component like this would need to be studied with the health care centers themselves,

which, unfortunately, did not happen as the company is still in an early phase.

For the location service, Google Maps was chosen as the location service to use. This decision was

based on the fact that all location services offered pretty much the needed services for the algorithm

(distance between two points, traffic information and geocoding). However, Google Maps’ pricing plan

is the most affordable and appropriate to the platform. Although it has a daily limit on the API calls that

can be made, there are ways to optimize the algorithm so it does not not need to constantly make API

calls to the service, which will be explained further in this section.

As described above, the proposed solution firstly uses a logistic regression approach to its model

building. As already described in section ?? and represented in equation ??, to build a logistic regression

model it is needed a dataset to train the model and a set of features in order to describe the model. In

this context’s problem, the dataset that is needed is the appointment history. This data is saved on

the platform’s database during its execution and obtained from the various health care centers that are

affiliated with the platform. Since this data is always being updated and added to the database as time

goes on, the logistic regression model can be updated frequently. This will be discussed further in this

section.

As for the set of features, due to some data limitations, the features that were chosen were based on
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the ones used in [? ].:

• Patient’s age, which is obtained from the user’s birth date on the database

• Patient’s sex, which is obtained from the user’s information on the database

• If the appointment date is a weekday or weekend, which is obtained from the appointment’s infor-

mation on the database

• Patient’s distance to the health care center in kilometers, which is obtained from both the patient

and health care center’s address on the database and using Google Maps’ service.

These features were chosen for two main reasons. The first being it was easy to obtain information,

only requiring some basic information from the patient and the health care center. Since many health

care centers will be integrated with the MedClick platform, each one with its different datasets and

different information, it is vital that the information that the algorithm needs is guaranteed to be found

in every future health care center that joins the platform. Unfortunately, as the platform is still in an

early stage, and the integration phase still has not begun (this will be explored in a future thesis), the

algorithm will only use these four features for its model, and add future features that are found relevant

in the future.

The second reason is that these features were studied in [? ] to have an impact on the patient’s

behavior to show up or not to an appointment, and as such were good candidates to use for the model.

However, the solution developed in [? ] was developed in an health care center in another country, and

not in Portugal, and as such there was a chance, before testing, that these features could not be as

significant in Portugal. Unfortunately, the company could not provide in time real world data in order to

be studied and to determine which features would be the best fit for that dataset. As such, it was decided

to follow those set of already studied features to be used in our no show algorithm, with the possibility to

add more or replace them in the future, in case its necessary.

When the platform is launched, the model is automatically built using all the appointment data avail-

able. As explained in section ??, the output of the logistic regression algorithm is a set of coefficients,

which correspond to each of the patient’s features. This set of coefficients will then be applied to equa-

tion ?? with the features of the appointment that we are trying to predict in order to get the estimated

no show probability. As such, after the model is built, we only need to input a list of features and the

algorithm will quickly output the respective no show probability.

The coefficients are stored in a separate table in the database. This is a required optimization as it

will save the system from having to compute the coefficients every time that we want to make a no show

prediction, saving computation time and preventing unnecessary database accesses. This optimization

also allows the model to be accessible at any time, even when it is being rebuilt due to new information

being available on the database, as the coefficients are only updated when the model has finished

building.

Another implemented optimization is related to the Google Maps API. To compute the distance of

the patient to the clinic, an API call needs to be made to the service. However, it has a limit of 2500 free
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Table 5.1: Distance cache table for no shows algorithm
Patient Health care center Distance (km)

Daniel Sousa CUF Sintra 20
Rui Patornilho CUF Cascais 2

daily calls, limit which will be easily reached when building the model. As such, it was implemented a

”cache” table in order to store the distances between the patient’s address and the health care center’s

address (table ??), minimizing the exceeding of the free API calls. Data is added to this table whenever

there is a computation of a distance, and it is stored there to be used whenever it is needed, only being

altered when a patient changes his address. In that situation, the distance will be computed again and

the respective row will be updated.

Since new information will arrive in the system constantly, the model will need to be updated fre-

quently, as to update the coefficients. This is easily done by rebuilding the model. Since it’s not viable

to rebuild the model every time new information arrives in the system, the model is rebuilt only after

a certain number of records have been inserted in the database. The default value is 10 000 records

inserted in the database, but it can easily be changed based on the volume of inserted data. This way,

the model will continuously have updated information and as such will make more accurate predictions.

A simplified view of this whole process is represented in Figure ??, which is repeated for every 10 000

records (by default).

Figure 5.7: Model building process.

The model for logistic regression is built in Python, contrary to the rest of the platform which is in

Node.JS. This was done because Python offers various libraries that aid on building various statistical

models, including a Logistical Regression model. These libraries are extremely optimized, and have
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multi core support. Since speed is an extremely important factor in the algorithm, since it will be dealing

with considerable amounts of data, these are factors that led to using Python to implement this module

of the algorithm. Also, Python has many data structures that allow to deal with large volumes of data

easily, which is also important.

5.4 Profile Personalization

After the initial probability, based on the general behavior of the population, is computed, the algorithm

needs to adapt that probability to the specific patient, based on his appointment record. To do this, the

equation based on Bayesian inference from [? ] was used (equation ??). The reason for this choice is

that, compared to the other methods, it is a very simple method to use, with no data structures needed

to build and fast computation.

A moving average approach would not be very efficient. Despite detecting quite quickly shifts in pat-

terns and being able to smooth outliers and noisy data, analyzing said results can be more problematic.

These algorithms are usually used in a context of stock market predictions. These results and patterns

are often studied by specialists, as algorithms to study this kind of data are not common.

Finally, a Hidden Markov model has the same problems as a decision tree, as a model of this type is

very expensive in terms of computation time and memory. It can also be very hard to add new features,

as it would require rebuilding the entire model. There is also the problem of several models that solve

the problem, while some being more efficient than others.

After computing the initial no show probability, the system makes a simple query on the database that

retrieves all the appointments made by the candidate patient. Then, the system counts the total number

of appointments made and the number of appointments where the patient made a no show. This is all

required to use on the equation ?? from Section ??. After that, these values are used in that equation,

giving us the updated no show estimated value for that specific patient.

For example, let’s consider that there are 1000 records on the database, and let’s consider an ex-

treme case, where from those records, all the patients over the age of 30 years old have missed their

appointments. As such, using only the logistic regression model, the no show probability for a patient

over 30 years old would be extremely high (let’s consider 100% no show probability). If a certain patient

had on record 1 appointment that he attended, then his no show probability would be 50%. On his

second attended appointment, his no show probability would be around 33%. As such, by these values,

it is possible to see that this model responds extremely quickly to the behavior of an individual, while

at the same time considering the behavior of the general population. This model also starts by lending

more weight to the general behavior when there are fewer individual records, and a bigger weight to the

individual behavior when there are more individual records.
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5.5 Algorithm Execution

After describing each main component of the no show algorithm, we can now start to describe it as a

whole, explaining how it works from the moment it receives a no show notification until it is able to find,

or not, an appropriate replacement for the appointment. The whole algorithm is represented in a flow

diagram, which is shown in Figure ??. Each individual step will be described in further detail below.

Figure 5.8: No show algorithm flow diagram.

1. System receives no show notification: This is the initial step of the algorithm. The no show

algorithm starts by receiving a no show notification from a patient. This no show notification can

be received in three different situations:

• Patient cancels appointment: In this situation, the patient promptly cancels appointment

through the web or mobile app, or responds negatively to the appointment confirmation sent

by the platform. On this situation, the patient’s no show rate will not be affected, as the patient

notified the platform prior to the appointment.

• Patient fails to respond to appointment confirmation: In this situation, the patient fails

to respond to the appointment confirmation sent by the platform. As such, this will count
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negatively to the patient’s no show rate.

• System detects patient will not arrive on time: In this situation, the MedClick platform

detects, using the patient’s location, that the patient is not arriving on time to the appointment

(if patient’s time to arrive at clinic is less than the time to appointment). This situation will

also count negatively to the patient’s no show rate, even if the patient eventually arrives to the

appointment late. However, this is a different situation from the rest, since when a notification

of this kind is received, there is little time remaining to find a candidate replacement. Even

in this case, the algorithm will flow as normal, since this situation will be handled on the next

steps.

2. Obtain filtered patient list: The goal of this step is to obtain a filtered list of candidate patients.

This list of patients is mainly based on in two factors:

• That appointment’s ”waiting list”: An appointment’s waiting list is the list of patients that

have already scheduled an appointment at a later date in the same health care center, of the

same medical specialty and with the same health professional. Since these patients already

have an appointment of this type scheduled, it will be much more likely that they are willing to

accept this no show replacement.

• Patient’s distance to the health care center: This distance is computed from the patient’s

default location, stored in the database, which is their home address.

This filtered patient list will be comprised of two different lists:

• The first one will be the appointment’s waiting list, which will have all the patients who have an

appointment scheduled in the future, starting from the same time that is left to the appointment

(for example, if the appointment we are trying to fill is one week from now, the list will only

consider patients with an appointment further than one week from now). This is done to

avoid having patients missing the opportunity to receive the notification, in case the previously

considered patients take too long to respond. This whole process of waiting for patient’s

response will be further explained in steps 9,10 and 11.

• The second list will be comprised of all patients within a certain distance from the health care

center. This distance can be customized by each health care center, as depending on their

location, different values would be more appropriate for each.

These two lists are separate, as all patients from the first list will be considered before consider-

ing the patients from the second list. This is made to give priority to patients who already have

scheduled an appointment of this type, being more likely to accept a change in the date of the

appointment, even if the no show probability (computed in step 3) is higher than some patients

from the second list, they will take priority over them for that reason.

3. Compute respective no show probabilities: In this step, the algorithm will compute the no show

probability for each patient on both lists. This step will use the no show module of the MedClick

system, which uses a logistic regression model, implemented in Python.
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For each patient, the appropriate parameters are retrieved from the database (sex, age, day of

consultation and distance to health care center) and fed to the logistic regression model, obtaining

the respective no show probability for each. This is an extremely quick process, as, since this

consists of a simple Python process, each of these requests can be done in parallel. Also, since

the model is already built, it is also extremely quick to get the no show estimation from it.

4. Adapt probabilities accordingly: In this step the algorithm needs to personalize the no show

probability of all the patients in the list computed in the previous steps.

To personalize the probabilities, the posterior mean equation for Bayesian Inference based on [? ]

was used (equation ??). To use this, firstly the algorithm checks if the patient has an appointment

history in the MedClick system. If not, the algorithm skips to the next step. Otherwise, all appoint-

ments of that patient are retrieved from the database. Since this equation needs the total number

of appointments from a patient and the total number of appointments missed by that patient, this

retrieved data can be used on that equation. After using this equation, the probability will now more

accurately represent the situation for each patient, as it is taking into consideration his behavior,

with a greater weight, while also taking into consideration the general population’s behavior. At the

end of this step, the probabilities are ordered, from lowest to highest, for each individual list.

5. Are there still candidates?: This is the condition of the main loop. This step verifies if the

previously obtained candidate patient list still has candidates in it. If it has, it proceeds to step

7, while if it hasn’t, it proceeds to step 6. The algorithm only verifies the second list after all the

candidates from the first, the waiting list, are considered.

There is also another condition that is checked in this step, which is the time left to the appointment.

Since each patient has a time limit on which to answer to the notification, only after that can the

algorithm notify the next patient. As such, there are situations where, if the candidate list is large

enough, there will not be enough time to notify every candidate patient. As a result, in this case, if

the time to the appointment is less than the time given to the patient to respond to the notification

plus an additional time of two hours (which can be customizable by each health care center), then

the loop will also break, proceeding to step 5.

This additional time is added as a worst case scenario, as to give an extra time between the

acceptance of the last candidate and the time for the candidate to prepare and go to the health

care center. If this extra time was not considered, the candidate could, in the worst case, accept

the appointment right as it was about to start, and as such would be extremely unlikely to attend

the appointment on time, making the whole process meaningless.

6. Notify health care center: This step is only reached when the algorithm fails to find an appropriate

replacement for that no show. When that happens, the only thing left to do is notify the health care

center of the situation. This will mean that the appointment slot will be vacant, being able to be

reserved again by an interested patient (on the platform or on the health care center).

It was considered using a system similar to Seatfrog, without the auction model, where these types
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of appointments would be highlighted on the platform with a discounted price. However, since, at

the moment, the MedClick company wasn’t able to communicate with health care centers about

this matter, this component will be considered for future work, as we do not know if health care

providers in general would be open to this idea.

7. Consider patient with lowest no show probability: In this step, the algorithm will retrieve from

the list of candidate patients the one with the lower no show probability.

As previously stated, the algorithm will firstly choose the patient with the lowest no show probability

from the waiting list. Only after that list is empty will the algorithm go get a patient from the other

list.

8. Send notification to the candidate: After having obtained the personalized no show probability

for the patient, the system can finally notify the patient that he is a candidate to replace that

appointment slot. This notification can be done by e-mail, mobile app push notification or SMS

(due to API limitations and the mobile app still not being implemented, the only notification currently

available is notification by e-mail). This option is chosen by the patient. The default method will be

by SMS, since it does not require access to the internet to be received and responded. Since this

algorithm benefits from a quick response, either positive or negative, from the candidate patient,

the SMS will be advised to the users of the platform, but the other options are also available.

This notification will contain information about the new appointment, such as the new date, time,

health professional and price, in case there is a discount. The notification will also contain a 12

hour deadline, in which the candidate must reply, or else he won’t be able to take that appointment

anymore. The notification will also remind the candidate that ignoring the notification will affect his

no-show rate, making him less likely to receive notifications like these in the future.

9. Patient answered?: Until the deadline is over, the system is waiting for an answer from the can-

didate patient. If the deadline is over and the patient has not responded to the notification, then

the algorithm will go to step 12. It will also register that information, making this count for the

patient’s no show rate, by saving a record that will count negatively for that patient. If the patient

has answered, the algorithm will go to step 10.

10. Answer is positive?: After receiving a response from the candidate patient, that response is

checked. If it is positive, the replacement has been found and the algorithm can proceed to step

11 in order to end its execution. If the response is negative, the algorithm will proceed to step 12.

Contrary to the previous step, a patient responding negatively will not affect the patient’s no show

rate. As long as the candidate responds to the notification, it won’t have any impact at all on his no

show rate.

11. Replaces patient in appointment:This is the final step of the algorithm when it finds an appropri-

ate replacement. The appointment information is updated accordingly, replacing the old patient’s

information with the new one. The new patient is also informed of the update, as well as the health

care center.
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12. Remove patient from list: If the candidate patient will not take the appointment, then it is removed

from his appropriate list, and the algorithm will start another iteration of its main loop.

The initial idea was to send all notifications at once, to all the candidate patients. Although this would

negate the necessity of having any kind of no show estimation (since it would more of a first come first

serve approach) this would also be inappropriate for the patients, as patients would constantly receive

numerous notifications about appointments that they may not be interested, and could start to ignore

them, which would be extremely negative to the platform, the algorithm and the health care center. Also,

patients that did not use the application to receive the notifications, and only receive them by SMS, have

no way of knowing if that appointment has already been taken or not when they answer to it. As such,

this could also confuse the patients and contribute negatively to their decision of answering or not to

these notifications.

Because of all these factors it was ultimately decided that the best decision would be to consider

the candidate patients one by one. Even if fewer patients are considered in this way, less patients will

be bothered in notifications that they don’t need, and they will always be sure that if they accept that

notification, they are guaranteed to keep it, even if they have taken some time to respond to it.

5.6 Solution Stack

Figure 5.9: MedClick system overview.
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The main platform was built using NodeJS, which although is a very efficient tool to use for web

platforms, as it offers very fast I/O transactions, it is not the most appropriate to run a algorithm of

this nature, as NodeJS is single-threaded, and these algorithms often benefit from a multi-threaded

environment.

Consequently, the no show module was implemented using Python. This language was chosen not

only because it allows to run multi-threaded scripts (contrary to NodeJS), but also because of its data

structures and libraries that are extremely optimized for machine learning algorithms, which are widely

used in these types of algorithms. This also allows the algorithm to be easily isolated from the system,

only needing to receive the formatted data as input. The algorithm is ready to run alongside the web

server without any problems. However, if desired, the algorithm could easily be ported to a dedicated

server, as for the web platform not to be hindered by the algorithm’s execution, when it got to a point

where there is a massive amount of data to process, and the algorithm would take more time than usual

to run. A general overview of this system is represented in Figure ??, which also represents an abstract

view of the MedClick connector, which will be implemented in a future thesis, but it was included as it

gives a general idea of the communication of the MedClick system with the health care provider.
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Chapter 6

Evaluation

This chapter will describe how the no-show algorithm described in chapter ?? was evaluated. As there

are several aspects to consider while evaluating the algorithm, the evaluation, and consequentially this

chapter, is divided into three different sections:

• Time evaluation: The logistic regression model will be recalculated for every 10 000 records

(by default) inserted in the database. Although there is a considerable amount of time between

computations, this computation needs to be relatively fast in order to have the estimations using

up to date data. As such, this section will test how fast the logistic regression model is built, with

varying amounts of data. It will also be tested if the contents of the data (data with clear patterns

or completely random data) has any effect on the model build time.

• Scenarios: Since the no-show algorithm will deal with lots of different data, that can have or not

explicit patterns in it, several scenarios have been devised to test the algorithm. These scenarios

use mock data, that was created specifically to use in these tests. Each scenario will test changes

in behavior of different parameters and test the profile personalization.

• Health care center data: During the evaluation of the algorithm, the company was able to obtain

real world data from a health care center (MD Clinica). Therefore, it was possible to test the

algorithm in real world conditions. This test will study the received data to check for patterns and it

will be tested if the algorithm behaves accordingly to those patterns.

As such, section ?? covers the time evaluations that were made to the algorithm, section ?? will cover

the various scenarios that were used to test the algorithm and finally section ?? will cover everything

related to the received data from MD Clinica.

6.1 Time evaluation

In addition to evaluating if the algorithm produces the expected results, it is also important to consider its

efficiency. Since the MedClick platform will be receiving a large amount of data everyday from multiple
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Table 6.1: Time evaluation results.

Records(millions)\Times(hours) Random 1 Core Random 2 Cores Pattern 1 Core Pattern 2 Cores
5000 4.91 4.52 4.35 4.03

10000 8.98 9.05 8.7 8.07
15000 14.73 13.58 13.05 12.1
20000 19.64 18.11 17.4 16.14
24440 24 22.13 21.26 19.72
25000 —————- 22.64 21.75 20.17
26501 —————- 24 23.05 21.38
27584 —————- —————- 24 22.26
29738 —————- —————- ————– 24

different health care centers, the no-show algorithm will be using a considerable amount of data. As

such, it is needed to confirm that the algorithm can scale well with the amount of data that is given to it.

Since the prediction section of the algorithm only consists in replacing a list of values in an equation

and computing said equation, that section of the algorithm needs no time evaluation. On the other hand,

the model building section can be the most costly part, time-wise, of the whole process. As such, that

will be the part of the algorithm that will be considered in this section.

The main objective of this test is to give the algorithm continuously growing amounts of data and

see how long it takes to build the logistic regression model. The ultimate goal was to check how many

records the algorithm could take until taking 12 hours to build the model. Since the regression models

are known to behave slightly differently with the types of data that it receives, it was decided to give it

data in two different forms:

• Random data: This data was built completely randomly, with no clear patterns and with all features

with random values.

• Patterned data: This data was built with a clear pattern of male patients always showing up to an

appointment, while female patients never showing up to an appointment.

For each dataset, the algorithm was fed a number of records ranging from 1000 records to 10 million

records, and measured the build times of every 1000 records in that interval. It was needed to stop at

that value due to the hardware’s limitations. As such, the previously obtained results were fed to a linear

regression algorithm, and with that we were able to get an estimation of the build times.

These tests were run in a machine with a Intel Core i5-3230M dual core CPU with 2.60 GHz fre-

quency. Due to having a two core CPU, and the logistic regression algorithm being able to handle

multiple cores, times were tested both for one and two cores, for both datasets. A plot that represents

the relation between the number of records and the time needed is represented in ??, and the principal

numerical results are represented in ??.

Looking at the results, we can see that, as expected, the best performing was the tests with patterned

data, using the two cores of the CPU. All 4 test cases show a linear growth of the build time, except for

the random data with one core, that has some unusual behavior, but seeing that it is being based on

random data, these results are not surprising.
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Figure 6.1: Times evaluation results graph.

As for the numerical results, we can see that in the worst case scenario, the algorithm will take a full

day to build its model with around 24440 million records, which is already a considerable amount. In

the best case scenario, with data containing clear patterns, the algorithm will be able to process around

29738 million records. As such, since real world data will always have some kind of pattern (if the

patient’s features are chosen well) and will never be totally random, but will never be an extremely clear

pattern, as the data used in this test, it is possible to conclude that with the hardware described above, it

is possible to have a dataset with an estimated 24 to 29 thousand million records. This is a considerable

volume of data that the algorithm would take, and further studying with several health care centers and

how much data is produced would be needed to estimate how long the system would take to reach this

level of data records.

As described above, the hardware that this test was run on is fairly outdated, and most certainly less

powerful than it would be on a server that this algorithm would run on. Due to the algorithm being a

module of the system, capable of being isolated from it, it is possible to have a dedicated server running

it, in case it is needed. This would mean that the algorithm would run in more powerful hardware, on a

CPU with a higher number of cores and higher frequency, which would certainly lower even further the

times, making it able for it to process much larger volumes of data in that 24 hour span.

If there is a limitation on the hardware that the algorithm is deployed, and it reaches that level of data

size, that problem can be solved either by decreasing the rate at which the algorithm rebuilds its model

(increasing the number of records needed for it to be rebuilt) or, less ideally, to start discarding old data.

Another optimization that can be implemented would be the cleaning of noisy data, however it is not

clear how much that would affect the build times, among this massive amount of records.

As such, it is possible to conclude that the algorithm can handle a big amount of data and still have

its model be built in appropriate time. This was tested on a machine with inferior hardware of the one
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Table 6.2: Patients mock database list
Patient Id Gender Birth Date Age Distance (km)

1 Male 31-05-1994 23 7
2 Male 15-07-1990 27 11.5
3 Male 31-12-1980 37 18
4 Female 01-01-1999 18 8
5 Female 20-09-1965 51 18.5
6 Female 27-12-1950 66 24.5
7 Male 01-01-1992 25 242
8 Female 01-01-1992 25 290
9 Female 01-01-1991 26 297

10 Male 01-01-1993 24 192

that the server and algorithm will certainly run, and as such we can expect even better results. Also,

even when the algorithm reaches bigger times to build its model, the old model is still available to be

used.

6.2 Scenarios

Although it is important to test the no-show algorithm with real life data, as it shows more accurately how

the algorithm will behave during its execution, real data can have its limitations. Normally, real data can

have irregular patterns, or no distinct patterns at all. Hence, it is harder to define test cases. Also, if we

want to test a certain behavior of the algorithm that is not represented in that data, real data is not the

most optimal to use to that end.

As such, a mock database was created, with mock data. This contained mainly a small list of patients,

one health care center and, depending on the scenario that was being tested, a list of appointments that

represented the behavior that this specific scenario was trying to represent. The list of patients, which

contains most of the features used for the logistic regression model, is represented in table ??. These

patients have different characteristics (sex, age and address, which will have different distances to the

health care center) and these differences are important to have a diverse population and will make it

easier to build the appointment lists in the different scenarios. The list of patients and health care center

is the same for all scenarios. However, the list of appointments changes depending on what is being

tested. In each scenario the characteristics of the population behavior is explained.

In each scenario, the logistic regression model will be built with the provided data. Also, for each

scenario, the data will be modified on its size and some of its characteristics, in order to show how

the algorithm behaves with small or big changes in the data. For scenarios 1 to 4, that are testing the

population based behavior of the algorithm, data will be tested with 10, 100 and 1000 records and for

each the scenario will apply to 100%, 80%, 40% and 0% (for example, a scenario where, with 1000

records, 80% of the records with a male patient have a no-show). Scenario 5 will have a base of

1000 records, with additional 10, 50 and 100 of only one patient, in order to test the algorithm’s profile

personalization.
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6.2.1 Scenario 1 - Change on binary parameter

For this scenario, a binary parameter was considered, the sex of the patient (Male or Female). A varying

population was taken into account, from a size of 10 to 1000, with varying percentages each, which

correspond to the percentage of records where male patients missed their appointments, which in this

case are patients 1, 2, 3, 7 and 10.

The expected behavior is that, as the percentage goes down, so does the no-show percentage, as

fewer male patients miss their appointments. The results represent the average of the no-show rate for

those patients. These results are represented in Figure ??.

Figure 6.2: Scenario 1 test results.

Table 6.3: Scenario 1 test results
Percentage\Records 10 100 1000

100 93% 98% 99%
80 57% 53% 50%
40 43% 43% 45%
0 5% 3% 1%

The results show that mostly the algorithm behaves as expected. For all percentages, the algorithm

starts giving the expected results with as little as 10 records, showing that the algorithm picks up this

pattern with little data, making it more accurate with an increasing number of records. For all number

of records the probability of no-show lowers, as expected. However, for the 80% tests, the results are

not as consistent, as they should be much higher than the 40% tests. This may be due to this test only

considering one of the features, while ignoring other features such as the distance, that varies greatly in

some patients.
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6.2.2 Scenario 2 - Change on continuous parameter

For this scenario it was considered a continuous (or non binary) parameter to test, the age of the pa-

tient. It was considered a varying population size of 10 to 1000, with varying percentages each, which

corresponds to the percentage of records where patients with ages 25 years old and over missed their

appointments, which in this case are patients 2, 3, 5, 6 and 9. The objective of this scenario is to test

how well the algorithm can detect a pattern from an interval of values, and if it affects its probabilities as

soon as that 25 year old threshold is passed.

The expected behavior is that, as percentages go down, the no-show probability also goes down.

The results represent the average of the no-show rate for those patients. These results are represented

in Figure ??.

Figure 6.3: Scenario 2 test results.

Table 6.4: Scenario 2 test results
Percentage\Records 10 100 1000

100 83% 90% 94%
80 66% 70% 72%
40 31% 37% 50%
0 4% 7% 2%

In general, the results go according to what was expected. For all percentages, the algorithm starts

by giving a good estimation with 10 records, improving with 1000 records. Also, as the percentage goes

down, the probabilities also go down reasonably, more so with a higher number of records. One thing

to note is that, due to this scenario evaluating an interval of values, with a lower number of records

patients in the same interval but with a significant age difference had sparse no-show probabilities. For

example, with 10 records, patients 7 and 8, which are right on the 25 year mark, and patient 6, which has
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a much higher age than the others, had very different, sometimes seemingly random probabilities, with

a low number of records, which ultimately affected some of the results (for the 0% the values changes

seem inconsistent as the number of records grows because of that). These big differences disappeared,

however, with a higher number of records, where there was a clearer distinction between the patients

with age close to 25 and lower (patients 1 and 10), which showed a very different no-show probability

for patients with 25 and over, which was expected.

6.2.3 Scenario 3 - Change on two continuous parameters

For this scenario two continuous parameters were considered to test, the age of the patient and the

distance to the health care center. It was considered a varying population size of 10 to 1000, with

varying percentages each, which correspond to the percentage of records where patients aged over or

equal to 25 and distance over 50 kilometers missed their appointments, which in this case corresponds

to patients 7, 8 and 9. The objective of this scenario is to detect if the algorithm gives consistent results

when there is a pair of parameters that affect the patient’s behavior.

As previously stated, the expected behavior of this scenario is that, as percentages go down, the no-

show probability will also go down. Since this is a test considering more complex behavior, it is expected

that the algorithm needs more data than in the previous test to detect these patterns accurately. These

results are represented in Figure ??.

Figure 6.4: Scenario 3 test results.

In general, results go according to what was expected, although not as much as previous scenarios.

In general, the algorithm starts by giving a reasonable estimation with 10 records, being somewhat less

accurate than the previous scenarios, which is to be expected, as it is a more complex pattern to detect

with less data. However, as the number of records go up, the predictions get more accurate in most
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Table 6.5: Scenario 3 test results
Percentage\Records 10 100 1000

100 85% 89% 93%
80 72% 75% 76%
40 40% 35% 37%
0 24% 21% 15%

cases.

For the 40% row, the predictions seem to have a more inconsistent behavior, as the probability

should be tending for around 40%, and not straying away from it. However, the predictions are still fairly

accurate and acceptable. Also, for the 0% row, the no-show probabilities are still relatively high, even

at 1000 records, when they should be tending to 0%. This shows that these types of more complex

patterns need a considerable size of data in order for the algorithm to detect them.

6.2.4 Scenario 4 - Change on two binary parameters

For this scenario it were considered two binary parameters to test, the sex of the patient and the day

of the appointment (weekend or not). It was considered a varying population size of 10 to 1000, with

varying percentages each, which correspond to the percentage of male patients that missed their ap-

pointment on a weekday. Since one of the parameters depends on the date of the appointment, all male

patients were considered, while 50% of the female patients show this behavior, in order to provide a

more diversified population behavior. The objective of this scenario is to compare the algorithm’s behav-

ior with scenario 3, in order to observe if there is any difference on the predictions based on the type of

parameters.

As previously, the expected behavior of this scenario is that, as percentages go down, the no-show

probability will also go down. Since this is a test considering more complex behavior, it is expected

that the algorithm needs more data than in the previous test to detect accurately these patterns. These

results are represented in Figure ??.

Table 6.6: Scenario 4 test results
Percentage\Records 10 100 1000

100 80% 85% 94%
80 75% 77% 79%
40 33% 35% 38%
0 20% 12% 8%

In general, results go according to what was expected, even if there are some small inconsisten-

cies. In general, the algorithm starts by giving a fairly good no-show probability estimation with only 10

records. These initial predictions are also less accurate than the scenarios with only one parameter,

which is to be expected. As the number of records go up, the predictions start to get better and more

consistent than with the previous scenario. This shows that, while the algorithm handles well both types

of parameters, making accurate predictions with large volumes of data, the algorithm recognizes the
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Figure 6.5: Scenario 4 test results.

patterns in data quicker with binary parameters.

6.2.5 Scenario 5 - Profile personalization

The goal of this scenario is to check how the algorithm handles the profile personalization of a pa-

tient, considering the behavior of only one patient. It was considered a record size of 1000 records,

all with a defined behavior of all male patients missing their appointments. Then, it was inserted new

records of a male patient that has no records in the database, with the opposite behavior (attending

the appointments). As such, it was considered a varying new records size of 10 to 100, with varying

percentages each which correspond to the percentage of records where that new patient showed up to

the appointment.

As such, in this scenario, it is expected that as the percentage goes down, the no-show probability

goes up. It is also expected that with a lower number of records, the no-show probability still shows a

considerable influence from the general behavior of the population, becoming less and less prevalent as

the number of records go up.

The personalization method that was described in section ?? was used. However, in order to com-

pare with a simpler personalization technique, the patient id was also used as one of the features of the

logistic regression model. The results of that simpler approach are represented in Figure ??, while the

previously described method is represented in Figure ??.

Regarding the more simple approach of using the patient id as one of the features, the results were

unexpected, as a great number of records is needed to produce relatively accurate results, while with

few records, the results often have no clear pattern at all (most noticeable in the 100% and 80% tests).

This is a major problem, as the algorithm needs to react to each patient’s behavior as fast as possible,
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Figure 6.6: Scenario 5 with id test results.

Table 6.7: Scenario 5 with patient id test results
Percentage\Records 10 50 100

100 85% 18% 3%
80 79% 37% 21%
40 79% 63% 64%
0 93% 99% 99%

Figure 6.7: Scenario 5 test results.
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Table 6.8: Scenario 5 test results
Percentage\Records 10 50 100

100 8% 1% 1%
80 26% 21% 20%
40 63% 60% 60%
0 99% 99% 99%

Table 6.9: Profile personalization demonstration
Appointment number Attendance no-show probability

93%
1 Showed up 46%
2 Showed up 31%
3 Showed up 23%
4 Missed 38%
5 Missed 48%

or with as few records of that patient as possible. As such, this approach would only be useful if we

already had a sizeable amount of records for each patient, which is not always the case.

On the other hand, the Bayesian inference based method was extremely efficient in responding to

the patient’s behavior. Even with 10 records, the algorithm gives a very good estimation of the no-show

probability, while still being affected by the general population’s behavior. This effect, however, becomes

increasingly less prevalent with more and more records, which is the optimal behavior. In the 0% row,

the probability is the same in the whole row because the behavior of the patient matches the behavior

of the general population, and as such the probability does not change from its initial prediction.

This method is extremely quick to respond to shifts in behavior as well, even with irregular patterns.

This can be demonstrated in table ??, where a small test was carried out on a patient (its characteristics

are irrelevant for this example). Its no-show probability starts at 93%, and as he attends appointments,

the probability lowers, but not instantly to a value near 0%, as it is still taking into consideration the

general behavior. Also, when the patient misses the appointments, the value rises more quickly, but not

as fast as at the beginning, as it is still taking into consideration the patient’s history.

6.2.6 Summary

What we have been able to conclude with this evaluation is that the developed algorithm is capable of

picking up various patterns in data, either being simple patterns of only one feature or a combination of

features.

The logistic regression model, while sometimes having some difficulty on picking up patterns with a

low number of records, the patterns are clearly defined with 1000 records. Since the algorithm will be

dealing with a much larger number of records, this will not be a problem.

For the Bayesian inference based approach, it handles the personalization of the no-show probability

very well, as demonstrated in scenario 5, as it responds to shifts in the patient’s behavior very fast, while

also taking into account the general behavior.
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6.3 MDClinica data

The final set of tests that were done to the no-show algorithm were about the data received by MD

Clinica, which consisted of around 608 000 records. It is important to test the algorithm with this kind

of data as the patterns in it are not as clear as the data that was used in previous tests, and as such

we can see how the algorithm will behave in these situations. To evaluate the algorithm with said data,

three different main tests were made:

• Model accuracy: This test divides the data into training and test data in order to compute the

model’s accuracy.

• Feature behavior: This series of tests analyzes the received data in order to find out what features

are the most relevant to determine the patient’s behavior. The model will be tested to see if it follows

that behavior.

• Patient history tests: This test will take a couple of patients with defined features from the last

tests and check how the profile personalization changes the no-show probability with the patient’s

behavior.

These tests are described in the subsections below.

6.3.1 Model accuracy

The first test that was done was to measure the logistic regression model’s accuracy, given the health

care center’s data. This was done by dividing the given data in two parts: the training data, that is the

data that is given to the model, and test data, which the algorithm will try to predict. For each row in the

test data, the algorithm gave a prediction on which outcome would be more likely (no-show or show up),

and with that, the model’s accuracy (equation ??) is computed:

Accuracy =
tp+ tn

tp+ tn+ fp+ fn
(6.1)

where:

• tp and tn are true positives and negatives, respectively, which represent the number of times the

algorithm predicted a no-show and a show up, respectively

• fp and fn are false positives and negatives, which represent the number of times the algorithm

failed to predict a no-show and a show up, respectively.

For this test, it was considered a threshold of 50%, which means that the result that got a probability

of over that value will be the result that is considered. These tests were also only done using the logistic

regression model, and without the Bayesian inference portion of the algorithm, as the objective of this

test in particular is to test the model’s precision with this kind of data.
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Table 6.10: Accuracy test results
Test data Accuracy

10% 0.73
20% 0.72
30% 0.7
40% 0.7
50% 0.68
60% 0.67
70% 0.67
80% 0.68
90% 0.67
100% 0.78

The amount of the test and training data that was given to the algorithm was also varying, ranging

from 10% of the data being training data to 100%, where the model was given all the data and that same

data was given as training data. The results of this test can be seen in table ??.

These results show that the accuracy of the logistic regression model is generally good, considering

that this test does not contain the profile personalization section and that some data may contain some

erratic behavior from the patients, which is to be expected. With 10% and 20% of test data, which is

often the used amount, the model reaches around 73% of accuracy, which lowers slightly as the training

data diminishes in size, as expected.

Also, the 100% test, which uses all data as both training and test data, it only gave an accuracy

slightly higher than with 10% of training data. This might be due to, as previously said, these types of

data having some of its rows being erratic and unpredictable (a patient that is punctual suddenly missing

an appointment, or vice versa), which are extremely hard to predict. This is solved by the personalization

section of the algorithm, which reacts to these types of behaviors, but the first shift in behavior is always

hard to predict.

6.3.2 Feature behavior

For these tests, the health care center data was analyzed, in order to discover if there were any patterns,

or any features that affected the patient’s behavior more than others. The data consisted of around

608000 records and, for said data in particular, features that were found to affect the patient’s behavior

more are the patient’s age and the date of the appointment (weekend or not). This can be seen in tables

?? and ??, which represent the no-show probabilities, only concerning those features in particular each.

The other features (sex and distance) did not feature major patterns that were visible. All these results

are available in the appendix.

After discovering these patterns, the logistic regression model was built with all the data and, for each

different value for each feature, 10 different records were generated, each with random values but with

the feature in question consistent (10 random records with a male patient, 10 random records with an

appointment on a weekend, and so on). These records were given to the logistic regression model and

the average of each value for each feature was computed and compared to the ”real” no-show probability
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Table 6.11: Age no-show values
Age no-show probability
<18 28.3%

18-30 35.5%
30-65 36.7%
>65 32%

Table 6.12: Appointment date no-show values
Date no-show probability

Weekday 34.7%
Weekend 43.9%

for that feature. These ”real” probabilities are not absolute, as they do not consider the effect of the other

features, and are only shown as a means of comparison with the algorithm’s results. The relevant results

are represented in table ??, and all the features’ results are represented in the appendix.

From the obtained data, we can see that, for the most part, the algorithm behaves accordingly with

the real data results. It was not expected that the output of the algorithm would match exactly as the

real data values, as the algorithm is also taking into consideration the influence of all the other features,

which will alter some of its results. Despite that, it is possible to conclude that the logistic regression

model provides a good initial estimation of a patient’s no-show probability based on the data that is

given, which will be further improved with the profile personalization section of the algorithm.

One thing to note about this test in particular is that , as mentioned above, this test was done using

the data of one health care center. While that gives a fair idea of the behavior of the general patient, it

is still lacking and should be tested with multiple data sources in order to better detect the patterns and,

most importantly, to determine the best features to use. Despite most of our research having cases of

no-show solutions being applied to only one health care center, the algorithm would also only be applied

to that specific health care center, while this algorithm will be applied to multiple across the country, and

as such, that study is something to consider while looking at the results, and while making future test

cases.

6.3.3 Patient history tests

The last tests that were done to the health care center data were to test the profile personalization

section of the algorithm and check how it compares to the patient’s real behavior. For that, two different

Table 6.13: Features no-show values
Feature Value Probability Real

Age

<18 30.2% 28.3%
18-30 39% 35.5%
30-65 40.1% 36.7%
>65 37.5% 32%

Date Weekday 30% 34.7%
Weekend 42.2% 43.9%
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Table 6.14: Patient 1 profile personalization tests
Outcome no-show probability

37%
Attended 18%
Attended 12%
Attended 9%
Attended 7%
Attended 6%
Attended 5%
Missed 17%
Missed 26%

Attended 23%
Attended 21%

Table 6.15: Patient 2 profile personalization tests
Outcome no-show probability

38%
Attended 19%
Missed 46%
Missed 59%

Attended 47%
Attended 39%
Attended 34%
Missed 42%

Attended 37%
Missed 43%

Attended 40%

patients that had some kind of erratic behavior on their record were chosen. The logistic regression

model was built without their appointments, and their first ten appointments were added to the model,

one by one, in chronological model, and the resulting probability was compared to the actual outcome of

the patient’s decision. These results are represented in tables ?? and ??. The first row of each of those

tables represent the initial probability for each of the patients.

One thing to note about the results is that, since human behavior is extremely complex, as there

are many factors that can affect it, making it extremely hard to predict a sudden shift in behavior. A

patient that has attended 5 appointments in a row is expected to keep up that behavior, and as such

the algorithm will not be able to anticipate that initial shift. However, after it happens, as it is possible to

observe in patient 1 case, the algorithm immediately reacts, raising the no-show probability significantly,

while also considering the previous attendance record.

Comparing both patients, it is possible to see that the second patient has only two extra missed

appointments, but that represents a big difference on their no-show probability, making patient 1 prefer-

able as a candidate replacement for the no-show algorithm, as that patient is ”punished” for missing the

appointments, but rewarded again if they continue to attend appointments.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Contributions

The no-show problem is very prevalent in various sectors. It started by becoming a popular problem to

address on the flight industry, but it eventually reached the health industry, where it has the biggest im-

pact, as a no-show means not only a bad use of human resources, but also patients not being optimally

allocated in their appointments.

In order to solve this problem, a hybrid solution was proposed and developed to integrate in the

MedClick platform, where it would mainly be used, but it can eventually be used on many different

contexts, such as hotel booking, gym classes, among many other situations. This solution is divided in

two main components:

• Population based estimation: The initial estimation of the no-show algorithm builds a logistic

regression model from a set of predetermined features. This model takes into consideration the

behavior of the whole population.

• Individual based estimation: The posterior mean of the Bayesian inference method was used to

improve the estimation, using the patient’s appointment record, while still taking into consideration

the population’s behavior.

The combination of these two methods produced an algorithm that is able to make a good estimation

of the probability of a patient missing its appointment.

The no-show probability would only be estimated to a filtered patient list, which would be comprised

of that appointment’s waiting list and patients that lived within a certain distance of the health care

provider. After computing the probabilities to that set of patients, the algorithm would choose the patient

with the lowest no-show probability (starting from the waiting list) and send the patient a notification. If

the patient answers positively, then the algorithm will end, replacing the patient in the appointment and

notifying the health care center of the change. Otherwise, that patient is discarded and the next one is

considered. This is done until there is no patient left on the set of patients, at which point the health care

center will be notified that the system was unable to find a replacement.
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The logistic regression model is updated after a number of records have been saved into the database.

That number can be changed in the future if needed.

7.2 Conclusions

With this thesis we were able to conclude that the logistic regression model paired with the posterior

mean produced the expected results, being able to make good predictions of the general behavior

of the population, while adapting that same probability accordingly for each patient. Through various

scenarios, each testing different combinations of patient features and behaviors, the algorithm gave

satisfying results, either for data created for those scenarios or for real world data from MD Clinica.

Also, the algorithm was able to deal with a big amount of data, which means that it’s possible to build

the model in a reasonable amount of time, even if the number of information present on the database is

extremely large. As these tests were done in a machine with a lower specs than the ones on which the

web platform and the algorithm will run, the algorithm will perform even better on that environment.

7.3 Limitations and future work

During the development of this thesis, some difficulties and limitations were found. First of all, as we

were researching the background for this thesis, we found that most implementations of a no-show man-

agement solution was used on only one health care center. The solutions also used these algorithms

to estimate time slots where it would be most likely for a patient to miss an appointment, and as such

it would allow the health care center to overbook that time slot in order to prevent that situation. In this

case, our objective was to replace a patient, and as such we could not assume that the patient was not

coming to the appointment, which meant that the no-show estimation could not be used to predict when

and if a patient was going to miss the appointment, only for the candidate patients.

Another limitation, that could be improved in a continuation of this thesis, is the use of real world

data to determine which features are the most appropriate for the Portuguese population and if those

features change based on the patient’s location in the country (North, Center, South).

Finally, the Seatfrog idea is an interesting one to be implemented, but it would need to be talked over

with the health care centers, in order to determine whether or not they would be willing to accept last

minute patients with a discounted price on the appointments that were vacant.
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Appendix A

Class Diagram

Figure A.1: Abridged class diagram
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Appendix B

Feature behaviors complete

Table B.1: Age no show values
Age No show probability
<18 28.3%

18-30 35.5%
30-65 36.7%
>65 32%

Table B.2: Appointment date no show values
Date No show probability

Weekday 34.7%
Weekend 43.9%

Table B.3: Sex no show values
Sex No show probability
Male 36.6%

Female 37.8%

Table B.4: Distance no show values
Distance No show probability

0-20 35%
20-40 33%
¿ 40 33%
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Table B.5: No show results comparison
Feature Value Probability Real

Age

<18 30.2% 28.3%
18-30 39% 35.5%
30-65 40.1% 36.7%
>65 37.5% 32%

Date Weekday 30% 34.7%
Weekend 42.2% 43.9%

Sex Male 38% 36.6%
Female 40% 37.8%

Distance
0-20 42% 35%
20-40 40% 33%
>40 43% 33%
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